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The
Evolution
begins with
campus’
newest
dance troop
By Ashley Fullard
Staff Writer

When you think of an evolution, what comes to mind?
Change? Hope? Progress?
Wel,l that is exactly what the
members of the aDvANCEd
Evolution Dance Team are all
about. The group was
founded by its current president, sophomore student
Nikita Gi2ens, along with fellow Bryant students. aDvANCEd Evolution was born
out of necessity because its
current members didn’t ﬁnd
what they were looking for in
the other dance teams on
campus.
The main focus of the aDvANCEd dancers is not only
to pursue their passion, but
also to educate the members
of the Bryant community
about the various dance styles
there are and the cultures behind them. Their dance style
is mainly hip-hop, however,
they incorporate many other
styles, such as vogue and
dancehall, which they will
showcase at the upcoming i2i
performance.
More like a family than a
dance team, the members of
aDvANCEd constantly provide support and encouragement to each other as they
faithfully practice their routines until they’re perfect and
ready to be presented to their
Bryant peers and faculty.
The members of aDvANCEd Evolution are a dedicated and talented group of
people who had a vision and
would not give up until their
vision had materialized. will
always be worth the sacriﬁce!

See ‘aDvANCEd passions’ on page 3 for an
interview with the
members of this dance
team.

Bryant runs on Dunkin
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Smithfield, RI

By Fira Zainal
Staff Writer

If you’ve been anywhere
near the Bryant Center this
year, you’ve probably noticed
the changes done to the dining section. After years of rumors and hearsay, Bryant
University has finally opened
its doors to the brand-new
Dunkin Donuts in the first
floor of the Bryant Center.
Remember those days during the exam-rush when you
used to have to drive off campus to get your Dunkin’s fix
by the 7-11 on Douglas Pike?
You can forget about those
bleak times as Dunkin Donuts
is open from 7:30am to 12am
on weekdays, and 10am to
12am on Saturdays and Sundays. This has resulted in a
collective sigh of relief from
caffeine-addicted students, especially this upcoming
midterm exam season.
A long-awaited addition to
the Bryant Center, the Bryant
University Dunkin Donuts
was officially opened on September 3, 2010. Known as the
world’s largest coffee and
baked goods franchise (nearly
300 stores in the state of
Rhode Island alone!), the
Bryant Dunkin Donuts has received rave reviews by students all around, even after
just one month of operation.
“They make coffee exactly
how I like it. The hot coffee
with caramel swirl and
pumpkin shot is my favorite,”
says Brett Miller 11’.
Miller however has one
complaint – the waiting line,
especially in the morning and
in between class periods. “It is
atrocious.”The same thought
is echoed by Varishensagar
Shah 12’, “The line gets pretty
hectic at times, but I think stu-

With the installment of Dunkin Donuts in the Bryant Center, students can now pick up a
cup of coffee in the rotunda, in the library and in the Bryant Center. (Jessica Komoroski)

sity because I go there basically seven times in a day. I
have no complaints – the staff
members are always so warm,
welcoming and are smiling
even when the line is super
long.”
“That’s not always easy to

native to the extremely strong
and often bitter coffee in the
cafe in the Unistructure. It
adds variety to my daily coffee drinking experience."
All this excitement bodes
well with current students at
Bryant, but one wonders what

come by at most Dunkins.”
Justin London 11’, senior
student and Dunkin Donuts
employee at Bryant, explains
that the reason the lines are
long at Dunkins is because
the crowd always comes in
rushes. “There is hardly a

past graduates think of
Dunkin Donuts setting its
shop at Bryant now after so
long.
Undergraduate Admission
Representative and Class of
2010 graduate Kaleigh Durkin
says “It’s different for me because I work at Bryant now,
therefore I’m able to experience Dunkins being on campus.” Durkin continues,
“Truthfully, I definitely wish

“...The staff members are always so warm,
welcoming and are smiling even when the
line is super long.”

“They make coffee exactly how I like it. The
hot coffee with caramel swirl and pumpkin
shot is my favorite,”

dents will still keep going to
Dunkin’s because of the great
food and service - the staff are
friendly, and the service is really fast. However, my one
complaint is that the donuts
and bagels run out way too
fast.”
Piero Bellini 11’ says, “I’m
probably one of the best
Dunkin Donuts customers
right now at Bryant Univer

steady stream of customers at
the store,” says London.
Even with the issue of long
lines at the store, Bryant students’ support for Dunkin
Donuts will probably not
waver in the future. This is
mostly due to the fact that
Dunkin Donuts offers variety
to students on the go, such as
senior student Angela Marchio 11’. "It's a fabulous alter
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they had done this a year earlier. I remember needing a
caffeine fix in the morning or
at night while studying, but
the other cafes were closed so
early on campus. However, I
think this is just a sign how
everything is continually
growing and expanding here
at Bryant, so that makes me
happy.”
Popular selections at
Dunkin Donuts include the
iced or hot coffee, which is
priced from $1.49 to $2.39 a
cup. Coffee Combos and Anytime Combos are also priced
below $5 which is in the same
price range as the Bryant Center’s South and Subway.
The Bryant University
Dunkin Donuts currently accepts Bulldog Bucks, Dunkin
Donuts gift cards, cash and
credit cards.

Student Senate Announces the
Class of 2014 Student Reps
Grace Davis: Student Services Commi2ee
Garre2 Kistler: Student Aﬀairs Commi2ee, Ways & Means
Katie Phung: Student Aﬀairs Commi2ee
Paden Sadler: Community & Outreach Commi2ee (PR)
Margaret Wong: Academic Aﬀairs Commi2ee

Student Senate meetings are open to the Bryant community.
They are om Wednesdays at 4 PM in Papi2o.

“When I found my voice, I found
my path.”
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aDvANCEd passions

A message from the
Student Senate
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Members of aDvANCEd Evolution strike a pose following their practice. (Ashley Fullard)
AW – Archway
AE – aDvACNEd Evolution

AW: When was aDvANCEd
Evolution founded? By whom
was it founded?
AE: It was founded by Nikita
Gi9ens with the help of all the
members from the team.
AW: How did you all come
up with the name? If any,
what is the meaning behind
it?
AE: It was a bit of struggle at
ﬁrst but one of the members,
Kaitlin Ho, came up with the
idea to either name the team
advanced or evolution, but in
the end we decided to just put
it together. The meaning is

simple; we are a new dance
team moving forward in the
future while showing the
Bryant community a new way
of dance.
AW:What type of dance
group is it?
AE: We mainly focus on
urban hip-hop but we also incorporate other styles like
vogue and dancehall. We are
incorporating cultural dances
in our upcoming performances so come check us out in
i2i !

AW: What inspired you all to
create aDvANCEd Evolution?
AE: Because we didn’t ﬁnd
what we were looking for
when we ﬁrst moved on cam-

pus we decided to start a new
dance team and bring in all
the elements that we wanted
to be a part of.

AW: What separates aDvANCEd Evolution from the
other dance teams/groups on
campus?
AE: There is a strong focus on
urban hip-hop and cultural
aspects.
AW: Do you all have some
sort of mantra or mission
statement?
AE: Basically to educate the
Bryant community about different styles and culture
through the movement of
dance.

It is a year of new beginnings for the Bryant University Student Senate. We are
powered by YOU. This
means YOUR opinion ma9ers
and YOUR voice will be
heard. As a legislative body,
we do not only want to
achieve our goals, but we
want to make the great
changes that are important to
YOU, the student body. This
year is a year to make friendly
relationships with all clubs
and organizations around
campus.
This year is a year to act on
what the students want and
need in order to make their
college years the most memorable and successful that they
can be. This year is a year
for CHANGE. In order to
make Bryant University reach
its fullest potential and become something great, we
need YOUR help. This is a
new beginning for our senate,
and this is a brand new opportunity for you, the student
body, to voice your opinions.
Let’s communicate, because
we need your support.

We encourage you to attend our meetings, where you
can oﬀer any advice, comments, or concerns that you
have for the University. Your
a9endance is very important
to us, because we need your
opinions in order to make
positive changes around campus. We need YOUR help.
Stay tuned for more updates
about the coming senatesponsored events in the next
edition of The Archway.
Hope you are enjoying your
ﬁrst weeks at Bryant and
good luck throughout the semester!
-Jodi Ricci, Student Senate
Secretary

Bryant University Student
Senate
Powered by YOU!
Meetings: Wednesdays @ 4pm
in Pappi9o (Bryant Center)
If you cannot a9end, please
feel free to contact us or visit
us in the senate oﬃce on the
3rd ﬂoor of the Bryant Center
senate@bryant.edu
401-232-6271

Important Senate Dates
and Announcements

September 30th - Selection of 2010-2011 Ways
and Means Committee announced
October 4th - Begin accepting proposals for students interested in starting a new club
October 4th - Organizations may submit requests
for additional funding to Ways and Means
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Bryant University
Department Of Public Safety
Daily Media Log

ACCIDENT (MVA) Motor
Vehicle Accident
SEP
21 2010-Tuesday at 08:40
Location: COMMUTER
PARKING LOT
Summary: A staﬀ member reported hi9ing a parked vehicle. No injuries reported.
Smithﬁeld Police responded
and a report was taken.
LARCENY From Buildings
SEP 21 2010-Tuesday at 10:00
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC
CENTER / GYM / MAC
Summary: A person reported
a stolen wallet.
LARCENY From Buildings
SEP 21 2010-Tuesday at 19:40
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC
CENTER / GYM / MAC
Summary: A person reported
an Ipod was stolen.
LARCENY From Buildings
SEP 21 2010-Tuesday at 20:16
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC
CENTER / GYM / MAC

Summary: A person reported
a cell phone and wallet were
stolen.

EMT CALL Medical Services
Rendered
SEP 21 2010Tuesday at 21:30
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A person called
complaining of severe stomach pains. EMS was activated. Individual was
transported by Smithﬁeld
Rescue to Fatima Hospital for
treatment.
LARCENY ($200-$500) SEP
22 2010-Wednesday at 08:52
Location: CHASE ATHLETIC
CENTER / GYM / MAC
Summary: A person reported
a stolen Ipod.
VANDALISM (AUTO)
SEP 22 2010-Wednesday at
17:38
Location: ALL AREAS AND
BUILDINGS
Summary: A person reported
key scratches on the hood of
her vehicle.

Rendered
SEP 24 2010Friday at 00:18
Location: ENTRY CONTROL
STATION
Summary: A report of an intoxicated female. EMS was
activated. Individual was
transported by Smithﬁeld
Rescue to Fatima Hospital for
treatment.
HAZARD MATERIAL SEP
24 2010-Friday at 16:20
Location: BRYANT CENTER
Summary: An employee reported a co2 tank had ruptured in the loading dock of
the Bryant Center. The building was cleared, and Smithﬁeld Fire was called to check
the building.

EMT CALL Medical Services
Rendered
SEP 25 2010Saturday at 02:48
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A report of an unresponsive female vomiting.
EMS was activated. Individual was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima
Hospital for treatment.

LARCENY From Buildings
SEP 25 2010-Saturday at 21:48
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student reports
the the8 of a religious item.

EMT CALL Medical Services
Rendered
SEP 26 2010Sunday at 01:20
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A person requested an EMT evaluation.
EMS was activated. Individual was transported by Smithﬁeld Rescue to Fatima
Hospital for treatment.

FIRE ALARM Food Burning
SEP 26 2010-Sunday at 21:58
Location: TOWNHOUSE
Summary: An activated ﬁre
alarm caused by burning food
on the stove. Smithﬁeld Fire
Responded and the alarm was
reset.

DRUG ACTIVITY
SEP
27 2010-Monday at 23:01
Location: RESIDENCE HALL
Summary: A student was arrested for drug possession by
Smithﬁeld Police. The student was arrested and charges

have been ﬁled.

BIAS INCIDENTS None Reported

To report a bias incident or
hate crime, go to
www.bryant.edu/bias or call
the Bias Incident Hotline at
x6920
Bias related incident – a
threatened, a9empted, or
completed action that is motivated by bigotry and bias regarding a person’s real or
perceived race, religion, natural origin, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, disability, or gender status. Examples of these
incidents include name calling, oﬀensive language/acts,
and graﬃti/behavior.
The DPS Crime Prevention
Oﬃcers:
“TIP OF THE WEEK”

Lock your valuables in the
trunk of your car.

www.BryantArchway.com
EMT CALL Medical Services

We’re
making history…
you can too
h JD (juris doctor)
h JD/MBA (business administration)
h JD/MPP (public policy)
h 3 + 3 program
h Flexible full-or part-time programs
h Day or evening classes
h Scholarships and fellowships available
h Affordable tuition
h Located in Southeastern Massachusetts
h 1/2 hour to Providence or Cape Cod
h 1 hour to Boston

Reserve your space: 508.985.1110

OPEN HOUSE
Questions?
www.umassd.edu/law
lawadmissions@umassd.edu
1.800.213.0060  508.985.1110

Saturday, October 23, 10 am
Law School campus
333 Faunce Corner Rd, North Dartmouth, MA

Study Abroad Spotlight: Erin DeVito
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University: University of Sydney
Location: New South Wales,
Australia
Partner: Arcadia
Semester Abroad: Spring 2010
Reason for going:

Studying abroad is an opportunity that I just could not
pass up. Despite my worries
about feeling homesick or ﬁtting in, I felt like I had to take
a chance on a new experience
to be9er myself. I also knew
that studying abroad is an experience that employers think
highly of, so that is certainly a
great advantage.
Best experience/memory:

All my memories from
Australia were amazing, but
my trip to New Zealand was
life-changing. It is the most
beautiful place I have ever
seen and probably will ever
see in my lifetime. I also took
a leap of faith (literally) when
I bungee jumped in Queenstown, “the adventure capital
of the world”. I never thought
I would have the courage to
jump oﬀ a bridge over water,
but it was the most thrilling
and amazing thing I have ever
experienced, and it taught me
that I can surprise myself
sometimes.

On an excursion to the
Outback, we slept outside in
swags, which are basically
sleeping bags with a thin mattress inside and a thick outer
covering. One night there
were dingoes roaming around
the campsite so we were all
advised to make sure we didn’t leave anything lying
around. In the morning, one
of my friends couldn’t ﬁnd
one of her bags, which had
her camera and ipod in it, and
later we found it across the
campsite torn and all of her
stuﬀ spread out. Luckily, her
camera and ipod were ﬁne.
We found out that dingoes
like eating more than just babies.
How was the school diﬀerent
from Bryant University?

Studying in Sydney was
basically the opposite of
studying at Bryant, which is
one of the reasons why I
chose it. Instead of crawling
out of bed and walking to
class in sweats, I had to leave
at least 20 minutes to get to
each of my classes, which
were all in walking distance.
In a lot of my classes I was the
only American or one of few
Americans, so this made for
an interesting experience, but
it deﬁnitely was a good conversation starter. The school
also oﬀered a lot of diﬀerent
classes and concentrations,
which was a great way to
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meet a lot of diﬀerent people.
For example, I lived with an
agricultural studies major and
a biomedical engineering
major.
How did this experience
change you?

This experience allowed
me to appreciate a diﬀerent
lifestyle and culture. Although many people think
there is no real diﬀerence between Americans and Australians besides the accent, I
can assure you that there are
many lifestyle diﬀerences.
The Aborigines, the indigenous people of Australia, still
have a strong presence there,
and I was lucky enough to
talk to them and learn from
them ﬁrsthand.
Studying abroad also made
me a much more independent
person. A few years ago, I
would have never traveled
across the world by myself,
but this experience made me
feel that I can do so many
things I didn’t think I could.
Now I know I can rely on myself when my friends and
family aren’t there.
Also, the places I saw and
the friends I made are impossible for me to forget. I became very close with a few
people in Australia, and I
miss them every day. This ex

places that I never would
have dreamed of seeing, like
the Outback for example,
which is much more than just
ﬂat, dry land. Overall, I couldn’t have asked for a be9er experience.
Would you study abroad
again given the opportunity?

If I could, I would study
abroad a million times. It’s
just an incomparable experience, and if you are able to
take advantage of it, don’t
hesitate, just do it. You will be
so glad you did!
PLEASE SEND SUBMISSIONS TO
saoﬃce@bryant.edu

Bryant Pride Raises Awareness at Blood Drive
Funny cultural experience:

By Jenna Morris
Assistant Editor-in-Chief

Many members of Bryant
Pride took time to hand out
ﬂiers at the blood drive last
week to inform students of
discriminatory rules against
certain groups of people donating blood, with the title
“Donate Blood for Those Who
Can’t.”
Did you know that sexually active homosexual men
are not allowed to donate
blood? Many people do not
know this fact, which is why
Bryant Pride aims to promote
awareness about this kind of
discrimination at each blood
drive on campus. While donating blood is strongly encouraged to students each
year, there are many students
who are simply not allowed
to donate blood because of
who they have had sex with.
Any man that has had sex
with a man within the past 12
months cannot donate blood.
Also, any person who has had
sex within the past 12 months
with a man who may be bisexual cannot donate blood.
Regardless of whether protection was used or not, both
these group of people cannot
donate blood. Approximately
10 percent of the world popu-

lation is gay, which means we
are potentially missing out on
10 percent of life-saving
blood.
Some other disturbing
facts in regard to blood donation are not to do with those
banned from donating blood,
but those who can donate
blood. A straight male who
has had unprotected sex with
multiple prostitutes can give
blood a8er one year.
A lot of these rules are
based on false assumptions
that AIDS is a “gay” disease,
which it was thought to be in
the 1980s. Further studies
have proven this false, yet the
restrictions still remain intact.
Changes cannot be made
unless we raise awareness. If
issues like this are of interest
to you, consider coming to a
Bryant Pride (Gay Straight Alliance Group) meeting, Mondays from 5:00 to 5:30 in
Heritage. And remember, take
the time to donate life saving
blood, especially because so
many people cannot.

perience allowed me to see

(MCT Campus)
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Why global supply chain management—and why now?
By Michael J. Gravier, PhD, CTL warehouse’s fault
that a delivery
Faculty Writer
didn’t arrive, or

Supply chain management
is one of the ho5est career
tracks around. U.S. News and
World Report listed it in the
top 20 hot career tracks for the
next century, and new supply
chain programs of study like
the new minor here at Bryant
are popping up all over the
country. According to the National Association of Colleges
and Employers, starting
salaries for 2009 college graduates of supply chain management programs averaged
$49,268, compared to $43,628
for marketing graduates and
$45,778 for management graduates. Why is this happening?
And what does the recession
mean to supply chain management and other globally
oriented business career
paths?
A partial explanation for
supply chain management’s
rapid growth appears in trade
data—a4er adjusting for inﬂation, US imports and exports
have multiplied 250 times in
the past 20 years. But trade
volumes don’t explain why
interest in supply chain management is growing rather
than some other approach.
Companies are focusing on
their core competencies and
this requires them to outsource, or strategic source,
more than ever. This is why
the supply chain management
ﬁeld is growing and will continue to grow in the future.
Supply chain management at
Bryant fulﬁlls ﬁve important
business and societal needs:
business integration, improving proﬁtability, reducing resource use, managing the
increased complexity of modern business networks, and
generation of qualiﬁed professionals.
Perhaps the most important reason for the rise of supply chain management in
general has been the unﬁlled
need for an integrative approach to business. Bryant’s
holistic approach to curriculum—reﬂected in “rainbow”
faculty suites that place marketing professors next to literature and psychology
professors—is one giant endorsement of the cross-functional over stovepiping.
Supply chain management is
the next evolution in business
integration. The evolution
began quietly enough in the
1950s when some back shops
that supported the manufacturing ﬂoor decided to work
together to deliver ﬁnished
product to the customer in a
more timely and eﬃcient
fashion. The movement kept
growing and was complemented by a broader business
trend that focused on the customer and blurred the boundaries between traditional
functions such as management, marketing, ﬁnance, etc.
Certainly the scope of each
business function requires its
separate study and professional career path, but let’s
face it: as customers, nobody
cares to hear from a customer
service rep that it was the

ity on a scale never before
seen. The World Bank reported that worldwide
poverty has been cut in half,
and UNICEF reports that the
number of children dying before their ﬁ4h birthday was
also halved in the past 20
years. Although supply chain
management cannot take
credit for all of the world’s
prosperity, it has certainly

as the environment. Supply
chain management has only
just scratched the surface of
that accounts reimproving energy and receivable forgot to clear a paysource eﬃciencies because
ment. Smart businesses
modern economies face an
destroy such parochialism
implacable enemy: complexand replace it with a comity.
pany-wide focus on the cusOur standard of living is
tomer. Supply chain
among the highest in the
management takes this apworld, but it also requires a
proach outside of the comhugely complex system to
pany to balance
provide energy,
end consumer degoods, and services.
mand with the
In the military we
constellation of
called this the “logissuppliers, supplitics tail.” You want a
ers’ suppliers, etc.,
cell phone with a camby acquiring,
era, music player, inmoving, and storternet access, lots of
ing things in supmemory, and a long
port of business
ba5ery life? It takes
operations and
approximately 200
services. In other
companies to provide
words, supply
all the parts needed to
chain manageassemble a cell phone.
ment is about havAnd those 200 compaing the right stuﬀ
nies only suﬃce to
and the right peomanufacture the cell
ple at the right
phone components
place at the right
and assemble them—
time—at the right
the phone also reprice.
quires retail
This last point
distribution and servis perhaps the
ice providers. A permost important
sonal computer
for guaranteeing
requires over 260
supply chain mancompanies to manuagement’s future
facture all the reboth as a disciquired
pline and as a casubcomponents and
reer ﬁeld for
process rare earth elegraduates from
ments and perform all
universities: supthe tasks that make
ply chain managemodern computing
ment focuses on
possible—and don’t
eﬃcient use of reforget you also need
sources. In the US Professor Gravier teaching Supply Chain Management a screen, keyboard,
Kelsey Nowak and mouse! Comsince 1980 supply
chain improvements have replayed a role. The improveplexity of technology and the
duced the amount that our
ments and lessons that ennumber of specialists required
nation spends on moving and abled the west to cut in half
for quality care also explains
storing goods from around
its GDP expenditures on
some of the cost of health care
16% to about 8% of our GDP.
movement of goods are work- in our country. Each addiAnother way of looking at
ing their way into other national feature or specialist
this is that we now pay 8
tions who, in turn, tailor their
adds another supplier, or
cents of every dollar to move
own creative supply chain so- many suppliers, to the total
things instead of 16. By way
lutions.
number of suppliers in the
of comparison, we pay
As a result, while the US
supply chain, with each levyaround 17% of our GDP on
remains the largest consumer
ing requirements for transhealth care, 11% on food, 6%
of energy resources in the
portation, information, and
on education, 5% on defense,
world, its per capita energy
ﬁnances. Supply chain manand 4% on clothing. In addiconsumption fell 2.5% from
agers work at keeping these
tion to more eﬃciently fulﬁll1980 to 2006—third best imcomplex networks under coning society’s needs, being
provement in the world betrol, and movements such as
eﬃcient has immediate gains
hind Switzerland and
collaborative forecasting, lean
in corporate well-being. A
Denmark—while also being
production, and Six Sigma atcompany with a 5% proﬁt
among the best in terms of re- tempt to bring the chaos of
margin would have to generducing green house gas rehaving so many companies
ate $20 in increased revenue
leases and energy
under control, or at least
to equal the impact of a $1
consumption per dollar of
make it more predictable.
savings through improved
GDP. All this without expenExtraordinarily, they’ve
supply chain eﬃciencies. That sive programs or signing up
succeeded beyond expectameans that the supply chain
for carbon trading schemes or tions. In less than ten years,
approach is 20 times more
the Kyoto Protocol! But the
the buﬀer of inventories to
powerful on a dollar basis.
US still remains the world’s
provide competitive customer
Using an 8% proﬁt margin
largest producer of greenservice at the wholesale level
that is closer to the historical
house gases and one of the
declined from being almost
average for US corporations
largest energy consumers.
50% more than sales to about
would mean that $1 in supply The Center for Sustainable
25% more than sales. That
chain eﬃciency gains would
Business Practices is an exam- means that inventory not rerequire $12.50 increased revple of important education
quired to fulﬁll actual deenues.
and research at Bryant aimed
mand has been cut by almost
Ultimately the most impor- reducing waste and energy
half in only one decade. How
tant impact of supply chain
consumption and monitoring
has this been possible? Bemanagement eﬃciency imthe eﬀects of pollution, for
cause supply chain managers
provements has not been the
which they recently were
maintain a special relationcorporate or national bo5om
awarded over a half million
ship with the researchers who
line, but rather its impact on
dollars in federal research
develop new techniques and
sustainable business. Sustaingrants. “Green” supply chain
with the educators who teach
able can mean many things,
management is becoming a
new supply chain managers
but for now let’s deﬁne it to
strategic source of competithe most eﬀective techniques.
mean a way of doing business tive advantage for companies
The relationship between
that maximizes human beneﬁt as they realize that a “waste
the supply chain practitioners
with minimal resources.
not, want not” approach benand educators is unique
World trade has bred prosper- eﬁts the bo5om line as much
among the business disci-

plines, with most of the outstanding supply chain management professional
organizations focusing on betterment of the career ﬁeld
through education rather than
lobbying eﬀorts typical in
other professions. This tradition continues at the local
level with Bryant’s annual
Supply Chain Management
Summit
(www.scmsummit.org).
Started in 2008 with only 50
a5endees, this year we attracted over 150 a5endees,
making the summit perhaps
the second biggest in the
northeastern US. The Summit
was the result of local businesses—led by the CEO of
Banneker Industries, a local
Third Party Logistics ﬁrm—
who identiﬁed a need for a
common voice for supply
chain needs. Of particular
concern both locally and on a
national level is a lack of
graduates to meet demand in
the rapidly growing career
ﬁeld. Part of the student
shortfall results from the
shortage of faculty who specialize in supply chain management and related
disciplines to teach the new
programs. Due to its multidisciplinary nature and the
lack of specialized faculty,
some schools have pulled together diverse business disciplines to create a degree
program to ﬁll this unmet
need.
Here at Bryant we have the
best of both worlds. Several
faculty have genuine supply
chain degrees and industry
experience, and we’ve also
created a truly multi-disciplinary program that incorporates participation from every
department in the business
school. The housing of the
Supply Chain Management
Summit at Bryant ensures
close connections with local
industry leaders for the development of internships, and
the co-location with the state’s
World Trade Center and Export Assistance Center (both
housed in the Chafee Center)
strengthens connections with
both businesses and public
policy makers.
Supply chain management
provides a potent means of
business integration, improving proﬁtability, reducing resource use, dealing with the
complexity of modern business networks, and developing a new generation of
qualiﬁed professionals.
Bryant’s unique cross-disciplinary approach to education
and strong ties with industry
and government match the
needs of supply chain management as a discipline very
well. As an example of the
outcome of our cross-disciplinary approach, one star student was a sociology major
with an interest in how to get
food and medicine to those in
countries with relatively undeveloped infrastructures.
Past students at Bryant have
been very successful at ﬁnding fulﬁlling employment
even when they’ve taken only
the introductory course.
See “Supply Chain” on page 7
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Mergers and acquisitions are here for the long run
By Royce Brunson
Business Editor

It is no secret that both our national
and the world’s economies are struggling to survive. Day a3er day we
turn on Bloomberg, CNN, FOX or
MSNBC and we see charts which tell
us that we just are not what we used
to be. That may be true, but for struggling businesses that might not be
able to ‘make the cut’, merging with
other companies is always an option.
Last year alone, there were 694 mergers and acquisitions worth a total of
$95.18 billion that took place in the
United States. So far this year, Chinese
companies have seen a 50% surge in
acquisitions.
Throughout our media world, the
terms mergers and acquisitions are
used simultaneously, however there is
a crucial diﬀerence between the two.
A merger happens when two ﬁrmstypically about the same size- agree to
go forth as a single company rather
than two separately owned and operated businesses. If the companies are
publicly traded, both their stocks
cease to exist and new stock is created
for the newly merged corporation. On
the other hand, an acquisition is when
one company purchases an existing
business and declares itself the new
owner.
During hard times, many companies who ﬁnd their current business
standing unfavorable will explore
both of these options. For two struggling companies it is important to understand that, one proﬁtable company
is more favorable than two separately
owned and struggling companies. If a

corporation sees vital assets in one
company such as technical assets (IT
systems) or production plants, they
can bid on the ‘targeted company’ and
pay – in either cash, stock or both- to
acquire them.
A recent example of such activity can be
found in 3M.
This month
alone, the company has acquired 3
diﬀerent subsidiaries; it’s
most recent
being the healthcare company
Arizant Inc. for
$810 million.
Since 2005, 3M
has made 67 acquisitions. IBM
has made two
acquisitions this
month, the ﬁrst
was for an
undisclosed
amount for the
integrated risk
management
company
OnePages and
the second acquisition took
place last week,
where they paid
$1.7 billion for
Netezza. Since
the beginning of the year, IBM has had
a combined 11 acquisitions.
The interesting part of mergers and
acquisitions is that the numbers of

transactions spike with poor economic
times. Take a look at those culprits of
our economic mess, banks. Banks are
facing a couple huge problems: they
have unused lending capacity, idle
cash, and depressed market values

thinkers needed to lead today’s most diﬃcult missions. And a large contributor to
this failure is the military’s inﬂexible system of promotion, which can actively discourage young oﬃcers from ge&ing the
mind-expanding, challenging experiences
that could turn them into potent generals.

ported that most beneﬁcial experiences--sustained international experience, civilian graduate education, and
taking on special opportunities out of
the military mainstream--were the
very ones that they felt discouraged
from pursuing. As one interviewee
said, ”My career has been an aberration. I am surprised I’ve achieved up
to this level.”

(MCT Campus)

which leave many of them ripe for
takeovers. According to Businessweek, U.S. Bancorp, which is the ﬁ3h
largest bank by deposits, has acquired

a total of 10 banks since 2008 and they
continue to look for new purchases.
Within the next year, expect many
smaller banks to be acquired by larger
more promising depositories.
On Monday, Southwest Airlines
purchased AirTran for $1.4 billion.
This acquisition comes at a highly
volatile time for the airline industry
where 24 companies ﬁled for bankruptcy in 2008. The wave of the future
for airlines is to be smaller and
smarter. Fewer trips are more profitable for airlines than having dozens
of empty seats on each ﬂight. Prediction say that airlines will lose $5.6 billion domestically and $11 billion
worldwide in 2010. The reasons are
simple; a combination of lower ticket
prices and higher fuel prices means
losses for the industry.
Acquisitions have many advantages for the purchasing companies.
Assume that a company needs to expand its plants, IT systems, communication networks and other resources,
it is almost certain that acquiring a
company will be cheaper than building a new one or expanding. Beyond
the tangible, acquisitions generate tax
gains, can increase revenue and can
reduce the cost of capital.
The bo4om line is that cash is king.
If a business is losing money and cannot recover from the tailspin, its stakeholders will look for it be acquired by
another company or to merge with a
more proﬁtable company. Acquisitions will increase within the realm of
banking and as technology expands
expect larger companies to swallow
up smaller ones.

Developing more bold, creative military leaders
By Professor Michael Roberto

Renny McPherson has a thoughtprovoking article in the Boston Globe
about why the military may not be
producing enough innovative leaders
such as General David Petraeus.
McPherson argues:

Petraeus may yet be hailed for saving the
day. But he also got a new boss and moved
one step down the chain of command.
How does this happen to the best our military has to oﬀer? Why was there no other
general to take the job?The short answer
is that the US military has failed to produce enough leaders like Petraeus--the
kind of broad-minded, ﬂexible strategic

McPherson explained the major
conclusions from interviews with 37
top military leaders, who were provided assurances of anonymity when
they commented:
Given a guarantee of anonymity,
they talked openly about the experiences that had helped them become
be4er strategic thinkers. They re-

What's the lesson for companies interested in developing future leaders?
Mind-stretching assignments may be
"oﬀ the beaten path" at times. They
may involve multiple lateral moves,
diﬀerent kinds of educational experiences, or assignments to smaller,

BlackBerry maker debuts new PlayBook tablet
By David Gallagher
MarketWatch MCT

Research In Motion
Ltd. li3ed the wraps
Monday on a new
touch-screen tablet device called the BlackBerry PlayBook, making it the latest
wireless device maker to break into the new market.
At its annual DevCon conference in San Francisco, RIM
co-CEO Mike Lazaridis billed the PlayBook as "the ﬁrst enterprise-ready tablet." He said the tablet is designed to
"amplify" the experience of the company's BlackBerry
smart phones, which can pair with the tablet through a
Bluetooth connection.
"This will enable a new world of computing that you can
hold in the palm of your hand," Lazaridis said during a
keynote address Monday a3ernoon.
No price was given for the device. RIM said it expects to
launch the PlayBook in the U.S. sometime in early 2011,
while other markets are expected to be added during the
second calendar quarter.
RIM was widely expected to announce a tablet a3er a leak
in the Wall Street Journal last week.
The tablet market is currently ruled by the iPad from
Apple Inc.
More than 3.3 million iPads were sold in the June quarter following its launch in early April. Other PC and electronics makers such as Dell, Samsung, Hewle4-Packard
and Asus have announced tablet devices.

seemingly inconsequential - yet highly
innovative - parts of the business.
They may not be on the usual "career
track" for managers. However, such
challenging, unconventional experiences may be just the right type of diverse experiences required to develop
an innovative and creative leader of
the future. When charting the career
path for a "high potential," the question is not just how to enhance the
skills required to climb to the next
rung on the corporate ladder. The key
is also to think about broadening their
perspective and enhancing their critical/strategic thinking skills for the
long haul.

Supply Chain Cont.
Continued from Page 6

Just the other day I received a message from a recent marketing graduate
who started out looking only at sales
positions, but got discouraged a3er
many interviews failed to land him a
job. He applied for a position as a
Global Inventory Analyst with a multibillion dollar medical devices corporation, and at the interview he saw that
they had highlighted one item on his
resume: the intro course in global supply chain management that he’d taken
at Bryant. On the strength of his exposure in this one course to basic inventory concepts, SAP so3ware, working
knowledge of Microso3 Excel, and a
research project focusing on a real
supply chain, he landed a great job at
a great company.
With great professors like Chris
Roethlein, Teresa McCarthy, and
Suhong Li (just to name a few), I can
only imagine what the future holds for
students graduating with the full complement of courses in our minor, and
we hope to soon oﬀer additional
courses in international trade logistics
or possibly even medical logistics, and
(MCT Campus) perhaps some day soon also a major.
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Football ends win streak; falls to Central
Courtesy of
bryantbulldogs.com

Despite another 100-yard
rushing performance from
sophomore Jordan Brown
(Glastonbury, Conn.) and a
record setting defensive performance for linebacker Jason
Riffe (Newton, Mass.), the
Bryant University football
team came up short Saturday,
falling to Central Connecticut
State 41-24 on a warm and
humid afternoon at Arute
Field.
After winning three
straight games to start the
season, the Bryant University
football team (3-1. 0-1 NEC)
dropped its first game of the
season against Central Connecticut State University (2-2.
1-0 NEC) Saturday afternoon.
Playing on the road for the
first time this season, things
started out well for the Bulldogs (3-1. 0-1 NEC) who
raced out to a quick 10-0 lead
in the first quarter.
On its first possession, Bryant
drove 76 yards in nine plays
with Brown rushing the ball
for 40 yards in the drive and

scoring his seventh touchdown of the season, a 15-yard
run up the middle to put the
Bulldogs up 7-0.
The key play of the drive
came on a nice 30-yard pass
completion from quarterback
Mike Croce (Waterbury,
Conn.) to tight end Matt
Tracey (Littleton, Colo.) on
third down moving the ball
deep inside CCSU territory.
On Central Connecticut
State’s ensuing possession, the
Blue Devils would attempt a
fake punt on fourth and two,
but Bryant’s defense stepped
up and denied the pass, giving the offense great field possession on the Blue Devils’ 38
yard line. The Bulldogs were
able to get inside the red zone
but settled for a field goal to
make it 10-0.
From there, the Blue Devils
went to work offensively.
Running back Everett Benjamin, a transfer from Hofstra
University, would score twice
in just under three minutes
early in the second, including
one on a 42-yard run to put
the hosts ahead for the first
time in the game 14-10.
The Blue Devils would add
a field goal just before the half

to head to the locker room
leading 17-10.
Bryant close to within three
twice in the second half after
a Shavoy Lawrence (Paterson,
N.J.) 60-yard end-around
down the Bryant sideline and
a Doug Emerzian (Rowley,
Mass.) 3-yard touchdown reception to pull the Bulldogs
within 27-24 with 4:27 left in
the third.
But that would be as close as
the Bulldogs would get as
Central Connecticut pulled
away with two more scores.
Brown finished with 123
yards rushing on 22 carries
while freshman Jordan Harris
(Lincoln University, Pa.) had
three catches for 65 yards.
Jason Riffe (Newton, Ma.) led
the way with a school record
17 tackles to lead the way defensively while teammate
Joshua Janes (Portsmouth,
R.I.) had 11 tackles.
Benjamin led the way for
CCSU with 188 yards rushing
while quarterback Gunnar
Jespersen gained 108 yards on
the ground.
Bryant will travel to Wagner on Saturday for a 1 p.m.
kickoff.

ahead of the Patriots and
Ravens (who both won this
week) because of their dominant play over the last two
weeks and the energy they
continue to show with Vick at
the helm.
8. Patriots (2-1) – You have to
love the production out of the
tight-end position and backﬁeld, as the Patriots appear to
be far less one dimensional
this season. However, giving
up 30 points to the Bills? That
is worrisome.
9. Ravens (2-1)- Passing game
ﬁnally got on track. And this
new version of the Ravens
will need oﬀense output because their defense isn’t exactly the Ravens defense of
the past decade.
10. Titans (2-1) – A tale of two
teams. Overpowered and
blew away opponents in
weeks 1 and 3. But they
looked like a JV version in

needs to keep Cutler upright
to maintain their pace. Mike
Martz has to avoid the temptation of creating a one-dimensional oﬀense.
13. Dolphins (2-1)- Two impressive victories and a balanced a8ack.
14. Bengals (2-1) –An easy
win for the Bengals in week 3.
Three more easy games coming up against the Panthers,
Browns and Bucs that they
need to win. This team could
end up having a deceiving 4-1
to start things out.
15. Cowboys (1-2) – Their offense ﬁnally lived up to all the
oﬀ-season hype. Their defense has been for real all 3
games but I think inconsistency will end up derailing
the Cowboys down the road.
16. Texans (2-1) – Came back
to Earth this week. Arian Foster ran the ball eﬀectively but
the Texans were in too much

NFL Week 3 Power Rankings
By David Niles
Staﬀ Writer

1. Colts (2-1) Indy blew away
the Giants and Broncos the
last two weeks in a way that
shows they are still the class
of the NFL. Peyton has dissected the secondary week
a7er week and even their run
game on both sides of the ball
is stepping up. The Colts
could be scarily good again.
2. Packers (2-0)- Clay Mathews looks like a Defensive
MVP. The Packers will be
forced to throw the ball even
more now with Ryan Grant
out for the season. Brandon
Jackson isn’t nearly as talented as Grant and a trade is
doubtful with the deadline
being week 4.
3. Steelers (3-0)- Down to
their 4th string quarterback
and still undefeated. Troy
“Head and Shoulders” has reasserted the Steeler defense as
the premier unit in the NFL.
On paper, they should only
get be8er once Big Ben returns.
4. Saints (2-1)- Should be undefeated if not for their kicker
missing a chip shot in overtime. However, they can’t escape the fact that the game
was close, as were their wins
against Minnesota in week 1
and their 25-22 victory over
the now 0-3 49ers last week.
5. New York Jets (2-1)- A team
with ﬂaws in the locker room
and on the ﬁeld. The fact remains that their defense is
still elite and Marc Sanchez
looks far be8er than he did a
season ago.
6. Falcons (2-1)- Over 200
yards rushed this week
against the Saints. Not to
mention their defense holding
the Saints to only 43 yards on
the ground and their vaunted
oﬀense to only 24 points in
the Saints’ home dome.
7. Eagles (2-1) – No Qb controversy in Philly anymore.
Vick not only looks be8er
than ever, but he may also be
a leading MVP candidate a7er
just 3 weeks. Who is playing
be8er? The Eagles moved

Both the Packers and the Bears have started off the season well. (MCT Campus)
week 2.
of a hole to be able to stay
11. Chiefs (3-0) – Undefeated? commi8ed to the ground
It can’t be. A front oﬃce,
game in the second half.
coaching staﬀ and roster
They may have a be8er record
sprinkled with former Patriots than the Cowboys, but Dallas
personnel has proved to be a
proved they are clearly the
winning formula in KC. The
be8er team.
stats aren’t impressive and
17. Seahawks (2-1) – Surpristhey haven’t beaten any great
ing win against the Chargers
teams yet, but their rabid fans this past week. They play the
don’t care much about being
Rams, Bears, Cardinals and
pre8y. Scoreboard!
Raiders over the next 5 weeks,
12. Bears (2-0) – Chicago
so they could very well be at

Archway readers will now
find a trivia question somewhere in the sports section!
The Archway fan who calls in
the correct answer to the
‘Archway on Air’ radio show,
Thursdays at 6 pm, on WMJF
88.7, will win a gift card!

Bryant On Tap

Friday, October 1st:
Golf, at McDonald's Cup (Yale)
Men's Soccer, HOME vs. Robert Morris, 2:00 PM
Women's Soccer, HOME vs. Fairleigh Dickinson, 3:00 PM
Saturday, October 2nd:
Field Hockey, at La Salle, 2:00 PM
Football, at Wagner, 1:00PM
Golf, at McDonald's Cup (Yale)
Men's Tennis, at St. Francis (NY)
Women's Tennis, at Wagner

Sunday, October 3rd:
Field Hockey, at Temple, 2:00 PM
Golf, at McDonald's Cup (Yale)
Men's Soccer, HOME St. Francis (Pa.), 1:00 PM
Women's Soccer, at Sacred Heart, 3:00 PM
Men's Tennis, at Wagner
Women's Tennis, at St. Francis (NY)

Wednesday, October 6th:
Field Hockey, HOME vs. Holy Cross, 7:00 PM

the top of the division for
some time.
18. Chargers (1-2) – What has
happened to the San Diego
Chargers? It was assumed
they would walk away with
the AFC West crown, but now
they’ve found themselves 2
games out already. Still a
long season ahead but AJ
Smith has really butchered
the Vincent Jackson situation.
19. Vikings (1-2) – Vikings
got a gi7 matchup in week 3
but still looked unimpressive.
Favre threw 2 more picks and
looked out of sync with his receivers. At least AP is still a
monster.
20. Giants (1-2) – Last week I
said there was no shame in
losing to the Colts. But losing
in the fashion as they did in
week 3 to the Titans spells
danger for the Giants. Their
division is far too competitive
to lose these types of games
so handily. I don’t see them
as a playoﬀ contender this
season.
21. Redskins (1-2) – It looked
downright ugly in week 3.
They lost to the Rams while
giving up 30 points, many of
which came a7er Jackson’s injury. It doesn’t get easier as
McNabb goes against his former employer next week.
22. Cardinals (2-1) – Strong
contender with the Bucs as
the worst 2-1 teams of all
time.
23. Buccaneers (2-1)- They
may be 2-1 but those victories
are against possibly the two
worst teams in football. I
think we got a more accurate
look at who they really are
this week when the Steelers
outmatched them in every
facet of the game.
24. Broncos (1-2) – No one
looks good against the Colts
and Peyton Manning, so I
won’t make a lot out of their
loss in week 3. Unfortunately,
their next three games are on
the road against Tennessee

and Baltimore before the Jets
visit. Denver is looking at a 24 or 1-5 start.
25. Rams (1-2) – Already
matched last year’s win total.
Sam Bradford is justifying
himself as the number one
overall pick. They have some
young talent on defense. This
team is moving in the right
direction.
26. Jaguars (1-2) – Sliced and
diced by Vick and Co. in week
3. Li8le talent other than MJD
on the oﬀensive side of the
ball.
27. 49ers (0-3) – So much for
San Fran as many analysts’
sleeper pick this season. They
play in the worst division in
football so they shouldn’t be
oﬃcially counted out just yet.
But Mike Singletary be8er get
this team back on track and
quick.
28. Raiders (1-2)-Should not
have given up on Jason
Campbell so quickly. He isn’t
the problem in Oakland. This
team is not moving in the
right direction.
29. Lions (0-3) With Staﬀord
out, this team has li8le chance
to be competitive.
30. Bills (0-3) – I still can’t believe they put up 30 points
this week. But I don’t think
they can count on 195 return
yards each week from CJ
Spiller, no ma8er how talented he is individually.
31. Panthers (0-3) – What happened to the Panthers’ twoheaded monster in DeAngelo
Wiliams and Jonathan Stewart? The only people as frustrated as Coach Fox are the
millions of Williams and
Stewart fantasy football owners.
32. Browns (0-3) – I think I am
going to start rooting for this
team to go 0-16. They are certainly capable. They have
what it takes. Yes, it is decided. I now have reason to
have a vested interest in this
team.
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The ‘Monster’ causes victory for some,
heartbreak for others
ByStephanie Piech
Staﬀ Writer

A penalty that was handed
down by NASCAR to the #33
Richard Childress Racing
team caused a buzz in the
garage area at the AAA 400 at
Dover International Speedway this past weekend.
Clint Bowyer won the ﬁrst
chase race in New Hampshire
which moved him from 12th
to 2nd in the points standings,
but as quickly as he moved
from 12th to 2nd, he moved
back to 12th a7er his car was
given a violation for breaking
the “less than 1/16 of an inch”
rule, Richard Childress told
the media. This means that
the body of the car was si8ing
on the chassis 1/16 of an inch
higher than NASCAR allows.
However, the car passed inspection pre-race and postrace before it was taken back
to the Research and Development Center in North Carolina, where it did not meet
NASCAR’s speciﬁcations.
The team was docked 150
driver and owner points; crew
chief Shane Wilson was ﬁned
$150,000 and suspended for 4
races, and is on probation
until December 31st.
The team was warned a
few weeks ago in Richmond
that the car was right on the
cusp of failing inspection due
to the same thing: the rear
end of the car coming close to
the mandated limits. Had he
been penalized for it, Richmond Jamie McMurray
would have made the chase
leaving Clint on the outside
with a zero percent chance of
making the chase.
Childress addressed the
media Friday at Dover saying,
“The rear bumper was also hit
on the cool down lap by other
drivers congratulating Clint
on his victory. That's the only
logical way that the le7-rear
of the car was found to be
high at the tech center. We
will appeal NASCAR's ruling
and take it all the way to the
NASCAR commissioner for a
ﬁnal ruling, if need be.” The
appeal process will start on
September 29.
Jimmie Johnson started the
weekend oﬀ on Friday by getting the pole, with A.J. Allmendinger on the outside of

the front row. Allmendinger
would pass Johnson on lap 14
and hold the lead for the next
100 laps. The ﬁrst caution
came out on lap 38 due to one
of the caution light covers
coming loose. The second
caution came out on lap 50,
which involved #39 of Ryan
Newman and the #00 of
David Reutimann; Reutimann
slammed the wall with heavy
damage to the right side of
the car.
Green ﬂag pit stops began
on lap 100. Tony Stewart was
penalized for going too fast
on pit road, eliminating his
hopes of winning. AJ Allmendinger made his second
pit stop on lap 172 telling his
crew that he wouldn’t be able
to control the car. At this
point in the race, AJ was 27th,
one lap down. Bowyer’s
struggles continued at Dover
on lap 158 when his car got
loose and hit the wall, and a
pit road speeding violation on
lap 183 wouldn’t help him either.
Kurt Busch was caught
speeding on pit road a few
laps later, and was penalized
on lap 189. The third caution
of the race came out on lap
186 for another chase racer,
Ma8 Kenseth, whose le7 rear
tire blew out a7er missing the
entrance to pit road. A few
laps later, a broken axle for
#56 of Martin Truex Jr. ended
his chances at winning before
reaching the halfway point of
the race.
Besides a debris caution on
lap 290, the second half of the

race was rather uneventful
and caution free. In the end,
it was Jimmie Johnson winning his 6th career race at
Dover. Jeﬀ Burton ﬁnished
2nd, moving him up from 9th
to 7th in points. Joey Logano
wrapped up the top 3, running a consistently clean race,
and rebounding from the
week before.
Sunday’s win moved Johnson up 4 spots in points to
second place. Denny Hamlin
ba8led to ﬁnish 9th at a track
he considers to be his worst
chase track. Denny maintained his points lead, now 35
points ahead of Johnson. Kurt
Busch overcame an early race
driver error and ﬁnished
fourth. Carl Edwards
rounded out the top 5. Stewart, Kenseth, and Bowyer
found themselves over 150
points back from Hamlin’s
point lead leaving Dover and
ready to put this race behind
them.
“The Monster Mile” lived
up to its name once again.
Johnson’s rebound from last
week at New Hampshire
leaves many wondering what
will happen next weekend as
the Cup circuit heads to
Kansas Speedway. The 1.5
mile oval is very diﬀerent
from the two one-mile tracks
that preceded it in the chase.
Jimmie goes into Kansas with
momentum, only 35 points
behind Hamlin, at a track
that, if it’s anything like last
year, will be one nobody
should miss.

A7er pu8ing forth a
strong showing at the Blue
Devil Invitational, the Bryant
University cross country
squad had another solid performance at the Codﬁsh Bowl
Saturday at Franklin Park in
Boston, Mass. The women's
side ﬁnished ninth overall,
and the men's team ﬁnished
10th overall.
"This was our ﬁrst of two
races at Franklin Park, and we
will be back again in a couple
of weeks for the New England
Championships. It is always
good to run the same course
multiple times," said head
cross country coach Steph

By Jackie Ammirato
Sports Editor

...Intramural Sports You
Would Never Think of
10. Sudoku

I’m not sure I would ever think of calling Sudoku a sport.
However, someone at the University of Rhode Island did.
Last year, URI held its first intramural Sudoku tournament.
Students competed in teams of two attempting to solve
these number based puzzles as quickly as possible.

9. T-Shirt Design

At schools across the country, including here at Bryant, students compete in intramural sports hoping to score the ultimate prize…a t-shirt deeming them champions. Someone at
Virginia Tech decided to capitalize on that burning desire
for a t-shirt and turned it into a sport. Basically, participants
compete to design and create the t-shirt that will be awarded
to the winning team of each of the other intramural sports.

8. Inner Tube Basketball

This sport has become extremely popular at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The game follows the basic
premise of traditional basketball. However, players sit in inflatable tubes and splash around a pool attempting to get
the ball in the hoop.

7. Noodle Water Polo

Water polo is a very physically demanding game. That’s not
exactly the case in this spinoff of the game. All the rules of
water polo apply except players travel the pool with the
support of a noodle. Players are not allowed to leave their
flotation device at any time but are allowed to whack other
players with their noodles.

6. Water Balloon Dodgeball

One of the most popular intramural sports at Belmont University in Nashville, Tennessee is water balloon dodgeball.
Students can sign up as part of a team or as a free agent. The
sport runs during both the fall and spring seasons.

5. Pickleball

This is a sport that is enormously popular and gets cut
throat competitive at my high school. It is played on a hardwood floor, over a badminton type net, using oversized ping
pong paddles, and a ball very similar to a wiffleball. It combines the sports of tennis, badminton, and ping pong. The
sport is increasing in popularity across the country and has
prospered in the intramural program at the University of
Wisconsin.

4. Broomball

Jimmie Johnson came away victorious at “Monster Mile.”

Cross country continues to improve
Courtesy of
bryantbulldogs.com

Top 10 ...
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Reilly. "Despite the terrible
heat, humidity and wind,
both teams ran very hard and
tough. We have noticed that
both sides are continuing to
improve each week, and the
level of ﬁtness and race readiness is progressing nicely."
The women's side was led
by Martha Reynolds (London,
England), Megan Robertson
(Sewell, N.J.) and Eimear
Black (Glengormely, Ireland)
who showed some great competitive front running for the
second straight week.
Reynolds ﬁnished 5th overall
in just her second collegiate
race, running the 5k course in
just 19:34. Robertson
recorded her best performance of the season, with a

time of 20:05 and a 11th place
ﬁnish. Black, who also competed in just her second collegiate race, ﬁnished 14th
overall in the ﬁeld of 243.
The men's team was led by
sophomore David Hurley
(Ashway, R.I.) who ﬁnished
23rd overall with a time of
26:59 on the 8k course.
Christopher Chapruet (Danvers, Mass.) continued to improve as the freshman
ﬁnished the diﬃcult course
with a time of 28:55.
The Black and Gold return
to action Saturday, Oct. 9 at
Franklin Park for the New
England Championships; the
race is scheduled to begin at
12 p.m.

Full Sports Schedule at
BryantBulldogs.com

This sport is popular at schools like Boston University and
Colorado College. This sport resembles hockey. Players wear
sneakers, run up and down the court holding brooms, attempting to score goals with a ball. The object is to score
more goals than the other team and an overtime period follows if necessary.

3. Paper Football

You know the game. You played it during recess in elementary and middle school. All it takes is a folded piece of
paper, two players, and a table. The sport has taken over the
University of Central Florida. For anyone that doesn’t know,
the object of the game is to flick the ball through the uprights made from your opponent’s fingers.

2. Mario Kart 64

Who doesn’t love this classic video game? Everyone has the
character they always play, whether it’s Mario, Luigi, Toadstool, or Princess Peach in this racing game. This game is actually played as an intramural sport at the University of
Southern California. I have a group of friends that would
absolutely love this as an intramural sport since they are
generally morally opposed to doing anything physically demanding or even slightly productive.

1. Quidditch

Any Harry Potter fans out there? Well, Quidditch is Harry
Potter’s sport of choice. In the wizarding world, the game is
played in giant stadiums high above the ground on flying
broomsticks and includes balls that fly around with minds
of their own. But students at Middlebury College have
adapted the game into an intramural sport. However, instead of flying around on brooms, players run on the
ground with the brooms between their legs. And instead of
having the golden snitch fly around, there is a player
dressed in yellow that runs around the field until someone
is able to catch him/her. Interesting…

TRIVIA QUESTION:

Where and when was the first public
golf course in the United States
opened?

Students Speak Out
“What is the best
use for duct tape?”

“I’d use it to tape [Tom’s]
mouth shut”
-Arianna McLaughlin ‘14

“I’d comment but I would
get arrested”
-Tom Pagliarini ‘11

“They used it to tape up Adam
Rubin[business professor] last
year for a fund raiser”
-Adriana Mirra ‘11

“In my high school, someone made a prom dress
(blue) and a tux out of duct
tape”
-Emileigh Gilfoy ‘13

“Fixing screens”
-Vinney Fanelli ‘12

“A duct tape
pocket book”

-Meagan Brennan ‘12

“Extra curricular activities”
-Michael Benne& ‘14

“I used it to hold up my car window”
- Amanda Presco& ‘11

Photographs and design by: Kelsey Nowak, Photo Editor
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Branding worship
By Cristine Cox
Staff Writer

This is my fourth and ﬁnal
year at Bryant – and boy has it
been a ride. I’ve seen the campus grow, expand, and
change. I’ve seen the smallest
admi7ed class in a few years
and our largest. I even helped
them move in as a Bryant Experience Leader where I got
to interact with President and
Mrs. Machtley like many students do for the ﬁrst time –
moving boxes and bins and
saying goodbye to parents
and siblings.
To say that my Bryant experience has not been touched
by the Machtleys would be a
discredit to the many things
that have changed because of
and under the leadership of
our dear President and his
wife.
One of the most contested
and discussed changes in my
time here has been the Interfaith Center. Upgrading the
small room used as a Chapel
in the Bryant Center to a
building to be used as a place
of worship that has three
rooms where students gather
to worship and couples have
pledged their lives to each
other has been one of the
biggest challenges and
changes I have witnessed.
And here they go changing it
again.
Sometime last week, a
campus-wide e-mail went out
informing the community of
the Board of Trustee’s decision
to dedicate the Interfaith Center and name it a6er the
Machtleys in support of their
dedication to the advancement of the university. This
morning, another campuswide e-mail went out to invite
us to the dedication, which
will be held on October 8th.
I love the Machtleys. Really, I do. And they have to
love (or at least like me a lot),
too. They’ve known my name
since freshmen year. Kati
stops to speak to me every
time we bump into to each
other - be it at the Post Oﬃce
or in front of the Bryant Center. I’ve even eaten lunch with
President Machtley a few
times. They remember that I
went to Italy. They ask how
my classes are going. They
ask about my involvements.
They care. I love the Machtleys just as much as any other
stakeholder at Bryant does.

HOWEVER, my love for
them cannot and will not
allow me to be okay with the
renaming of the Interfaith
Center. I am not in support of
the Interfaith Center being
named a6er the Machtleys.
Actually, “not in support”
doesn’t even begin to cover
my feelings – I am against it.
In my opinion (this is an
opinion article, right?) a place
of worship should not be
named a6er an individual or
individuals – no ma7er their
dedication. I’m a Christian
(Protestant/non-Catholic –
however you want to see it)
and none of my churches are
named a6er a great pastor or
individual in our faith. I have
never been to a temple or
mosque and I don’t know if
they are named a6er individuals who have shown great
dedication or commitment to
their community, therefore, I
cannot and will not speak to
that. What I can speak to is
how I feel and what I think.
Bryant tries very hard not
to be seen as a religious institution. I do commend the
Macthleys’ support of the Interfaith Center as a place for
individuals of multiple and
diﬀerent faiths and religions
to gather and worship, experience, and reﬂect upon the
principles of their faith.
However, the truth of the
ma7er is, many people have
the perception that our esteemed university is Christian-aﬃliated – many
opinions leaning towards
Catholic. For students who do
not identify as Catholic, or
even Christian, this can be difﬁcult to deal with – feeling
like a minority usually is.
Naming the building that
should be and has been
branded as a place where
multiple faiths can coincide
a6er our Protestant leaders
continues the perception that
Bryant is Christian-aﬃliated.
Why are we branding our
worship?
I will still be a user of the
Interfaith Center (I am a part
of a group that meets for fellowship every Friday at 7pm).
It is just my hope that the
dedication and naming of this
beautiful place of worship in
the honor of our President
and First Lady do not and
will not deter future worshipers from feeling welcomed and at home and safe.

Have an opinion? Email
dford1@bryant.edu. Let
your voice be heard!
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A freshman’s first impression
of Bryant University
By Megan Vuolo
Staff Writer

The ﬁrst day I moved onto
the Bryant University campus, I was so excited, the
whole thing didn’t feel real. I
would probably say that for
the ﬁrst week I was in shock;
it didn’t hit me yet that this is
where I would be spending
my next four years. It almost
felt like I was on vacation. I
didn’t have to wake up as
early for class as I did for high
school, the cafeteria food was
so much be7er than I’m used
to, and I had an entire ﬂoor
ﬁlled with students like me.
What could be be7er?
However, a6er a few days
of this new routine, I started
feeling a li7le strange. I had
so much free time and I had
no idea what to do with myself. At home I was used to
running from school to clubs
to honor societies to sports to
work and hardly having any
time to sleep. This was completely diﬀerent. I only have
six classes; I am no longer re-

quired to sign up for every
club just because it “looks
good for college.”
I’m now responsible for
ﬁnding my own ways to occupy my time, and that is
completely new to me. I was
bored. I don’t have a car with
me, so it is quite diﬃcult to
get oﬀ campus. In addition, I
was used to helping out a lot
around my house, so it actually feels weird not to vacuum, do the dishes, and help
siblings with homework.
On the bright side, Bryant
has so many opportunities to
get involved. There is such a
wide variety of clubs, so there
is deﬁnitely something for
everyone to join. Personally, I
love the karate club, running
club, The Archway, the Communication Society, hall council, and I’m even looking into
more organizations to join.
The only thing that I would
change about these clubs is
that most of them meet at the
same time. There have been a
lot of complaints about the
fact that numerous clubs meet

at conﬂicting times on Mondays and Wednesdays.
There really is a diverse
student body at Bryant; not
just physically, but with regards to personalities as well.
It was hard for me at ﬁrst to
ﬁnd “my group” because it’s
very easy to just cling to the
ﬁrst person you meet, and
then realize that you don’t
have anything in common.
My advice would be to ﬁnd a
group of people you are comfortable with and don’t worry
about what other people do
or think. I’ve found that even
when you are having a bad
day, there’s always a group of
people waiting to welcome
you if you look hard enough.
While I’m still not 100%
comfortable at Bryant University, I’m proud to say that this
is where I’ll be spending my
next four years and I’m truly
looking forward to all the opportunities that will come my
way.

the third ﬂoor of the Bryant
Center – I’d say some of them
know me be7er than some of
my friends I’ve had for years.
It’s great working with people
whose passion is to empower
us to pursue our own passions. For one, as Editor-inChief of the newspaper, this is
a relationship I covet—our
advisor will always support
us, challenge us to do our
best, and laugh at all our
crazy newspaper antics.
One of the things that
frustrates me about the Bryant

minutes on the phone with
my bank trying to ﬁgure out a
suﬃcient funding process for
tuition. Finally this year,
things weren’t working out
the way they were supposed
to, and I had to seek a diﬀerent form of guidance. It was
then that I made an appointment with my ﬁnancial aid
counselor. A 10 minute meeting and a detailed excel
spreadsheet of my ﬁnancial
aid package was painless and
useful, and I am now successfully funding my college tuition in a way that
works for me. Who
knew!
Whenever we are
conﬁned to one place
for an extended
amount of time, we
will be forced to see
the best and the worst
of that place. As a senior, I can
say that Bryant is no diﬀerent.
People will disappoint you
and people will surprise you.
Bryant will struggle to change
the misnomer of being “a
business school” for many
years to come. On a short
walk from the Bryant Center
to the Unistructure, there is
no doubt that you will run
into a familiar, smiling face.
The geese are here to stay.
For the Bryant community,
however, the way to capitalize
on your education is through
being proactive. Learn about
the many resources and ask
questions. This is college,
things will not fall into your
hands—those who succeed
are those who don’t sit
around waiting for the call
from opportunity, but pursue
it in everything they do.

A senior perspective:
seek out your resources
By Jessica Komoroski
Editor-in-Chief

I ﬁnd it weird to call myself a senior; the word in and
of itself holds a lot of weight.
As I begin my fourth year, I
can conﬁdently say that I
have seen the good, the bad,
and the completely unexpected since I moved into
Hall 14 in the fall of 2007. My
feelings about the university
have changed over time, but
overall my experience here
has been a positive one thanks
to the people and
the resources that
Bryant has to
oﬀer.
When I was a
freshman roaming around the
(then) Bryant Experience block
party, I remember thinking: “I
absolutely hate it here.” Sure,
at the time, I didn’t give it a
chance; but I had just reasoning. I was coming from Long
Island, New York into the
heart of New England where,
it felt to me, everyone knew at
least one other person from
their high school, town or
sports club. People had already found their cliques – a
plague that Bryant continues
to suﬀer from.
Luckily, I too found my
group of friends as well as
some mentors who encouraged me to get involved. Far
and away, Bryant’s number
one a7ribute is the people
here who dedicate their careers to watching college students succeed. I have found
refuge with the Center for
Student Involvement staﬀ on

‘Bryant boasts about resources,
and then the students complain
about a lack of such.’
student body is their unwillingness to seek out the resources here. Bryant does
boast about their resources,
and then the students complain about a lack of such. The
truth is that the resources
exist, it’s just a ma7er of getting up out of your bed, walking a few feet to the
unistructure and seeking the
proper guidance. I’ve been a
frequent visitor to the Amica
Center for Career Education,
and I can conﬁdently say that
their resume critique, mock
interviews, and career counseling laid the foundation for
two successful internships
and a job oﬀer upon graduation. The key here is being
proactive.
I also waited 3 years before I ﬁnally found the usefulness of the Oﬃce of Financial
Aid. I had spent countless

The Opinion pages of The Archway feature the opinions of the identified
columnists and writers, which are not necessarily those of
the newspaper or Bryant University.

Epic fail of the week
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september 24, 2010

Profit & Loss

John and Josh’s radio show hosts the most oﬀensive and obnoxious broadcast in
Bryant History. It is a mystery why they are not taken oﬀ the air.

Le-er to the editor

Formerly Observations. Equally as Funny.
Compiled by Bryant Students

Don’t rain on my parade

Email epic fails to dford1@bryant.edu

To The Archway,
Glad to know that an entrepreneur can a7ract an audience on campus and we’re
glad that Bryant’s CEO is
truly concerned about entrepreneurship. (Barstool Sports’
Dave Portnoy graces Bryant
with his “Prez” ence, September 24, 2010) But we can’t
help but wonder—at whose
expense?
In the article, CEO Vice
President Emily Murphy said
“Barstool Sports is also a good

example of how a personality
can be injected into an entrepreneurial endeavor. A business can be a means of
expression just like a piece of
art.”
So here’s our question to
Bryant’s CEO: what kinds of
insights did you and your audience gain by bringing this
speaker to campus as compared to other entrepreneurs
who are able to be successful
without degrading women in
the process?

Just a thought…….along with
our doubts that any of you
would want your sister’s derriere being rated on the
Barstool Sports website.

By Megan Vuolo
Staff Writer

medication. I didn’t want to
rush to health services as soon
as the oﬃce opened on Monday because I didn’t want to
waste time if the migraines
went away on their own.
Unfortunately, by 10am I
decided it was necessary to
make the trip over to Hall 16
to ask the nurse for assistance.
I ﬁnally got help and when I
turned to leave, the nurse told
me to make sure to go right to
Salmanson to get breakfast
because the medication would
upset my stomach if I didn’t
have food right away.
I arrived at the doors of the
dining hall at 10:32am; the

any food, I would have to
swipe my id card. Because I
walked down the stairs, this
would count as one of my
meals for the week.
I do not want to sound vindictive; I understand that the
woman working in Salmanson was simply doing her job.
My problem with this entire
situation is the rigidity of the
hours of operation for the dining services on campus. I
think that if the administration insists on keeping up
such a strict set of regulations,
freshman should receive more
information about the dining
services prior to their arrival
on campus.
Personally, I was unclear
as to how exactly the meal
plans worked and the paperwork I received in the mail
was vague. Many others were
under the impression that
meals would carry over from
week to week, and in addition, most students that I have
spoken to were not informed
of the fact that one can’t enter
the dining hall twice during
one meal period. Why not?
What if someone wants to go
to breakfast at 11am during
the week, and then get lunch
at 2pm?
This situation is currently
impossible because that
would involve entering the
dining hall twice during the
lunch period, which technically starts at 11am. These are
some seemingly small details
that can make a diﬀerence to
students’ experiences at
Bryant University, and I hope
that some changes will be
made in the future to alleviate
some of these problems.

DPS always hands out free ponchos when
it rains. Thanks for giving us what we need
in order to make it back to our dorms
safely!
Somebody call 911! There’s a fire at Bryant
The entire campus smelled like smoke on
Monday, including inside the dorms and
the Unistructure. Fire trucks were seen
leaving campus, but no one seems to know
where the ﬁre was.

From
Toby Simon
Direstor, Bryant University
Womens Center
and
Judith Mcdonnel
Professor of scoiology

What really grinds my gears...
Have you ever wondered
who decided the hours of operation for the dining services
on campus? As a freshman, I
have come to realize that a
percentage of the money
spent on my meal plan for the
semester is basically being
wasted because there are several times during the week
when there is no possible way
for me to get to Salmanson
Dining Hall.
I think this is extremely
unfair; most freshmen choose
the 14 meal plan and we were
under the impression that it
was the most logical choice.
Unfortunately, when we arrived on campus we quickly
learned that although there
are plenty of choices for food
on campus, sometimes it’s impossible to ﬁnd something
that is open.
This wouldn’t be too bad if
unused meals carried over to
the next week, but they do
not. If I don’t use all 14 of my
meals one week, the extras are
lost – and because I don’t
have very many dining dollars, this situation really
grinds my gears!
There are some serious
problems that I have with the
dining services on campus,
and I truly believe that these
complaints are reasonable.
Furthermore, there is one situation that stands out to me
as especially unjust. I recently had to make a trip
down to health services due
to a series of migraines that
would not subside without

“I have come to realize that a percentage
of the money spent
on my meal plan for
the semester is basically being wasted”

doors close for breakfast at
10:30am. I was very upset
about this but as I turned to
leave, a nice student opened
the door for me, so I thanked
him and proceeded inside to
get breakfast. As I reached
the bo7om of the stairs, I was
yelled at by the dining staﬀ
for sneaking inside a6er the
doors were closed. I calmly
explained my predicament
and asked if I could please
take either a piece of fruit or
bread before I rushed to my
class, just to be sure that I
wouldn’t feel sick from the
nurse’s medicine.
The woman continued to
scold me, and I was told that
in addition to leaving without

The Archway Top Ten:

Reasons to Delete Someone on Facebook
10. They update their status every 5 minutes

9. They tag you in abnoxious cartoon photos

8. They take embarrassing photos of you every weekend

7. They hooked up with your roommate... a6er they hooked up
with you

6. They use Facebook as a forum to complain about their life
5. They talk smack about you via Facebook

4. They Facebook chat you every day and you barely know them

3. They post status updates about their signiﬁcant other constantly
2. They comment and/or “like” everything you post
1. They’re your ex-boyfriend or girlfriend’s Mom

Star Wars in 3D!!

In 2012, the Star Wars ﬁlms will be reintroduced to theaters in 3D.

Too much tape
There is far too much tape on the side of
the unistructure from posters. It looks
very sloppy.

Bryant Said What!?

E-mail Profits and Losses to dford1@bryant.edu.

Compiled by Bryant Students

“I’m a perfectionist; that’s what my doctor says.”

“The McKinley’s are here tonight!” “…you mean the
Machtley’s?”
“I lost my phone this weekend, I lost my room key
this weekend, I lost my dignity this weekend…”

“How do you successfully sexile three roommates?!”
“Common is going to think I peed myself!”

E-mail funny quotes to dford1@bryant.edu
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Three economicallypriced wines…on a
college budget!
By Julie Kent
Guest Writer

were Pinot Grigio and
Chardonnay, and for the pink
wines, the frequently talked
about kinds were Blush and
White Zinfandel.
The answers varied among
students about what brand of
wine they normally purchased. Answers really depended on whether the
student drank different types
of liquor or if the student
mainly just drinks wine. For
the students that drink other
types of liquor as well as wine
a 750ML bottle is what they
usually purchased in a given
week or two, but some of the
students also said that they
buy a box of wine or a larger
bottle and have it for a long

has been discovered within
this topic.
The first category is bottled
Thirsty Thursday isn’t just
wines consisting of 750ML
a pun; it’s the start of the
and 1.5 liter sizes. The three
weekend for some Bryant stumost economically-priced
dents. As we all know threewines in this section are Suteconomically priced wines
ter Home 1.5 liter of White
can differ greatly among
Zinfandel costing between
those whom are working full
$6.99 to $8.99 plus tax, Sutter
time adults and those who are
Home 1.5 liter of Pinot Grigio
college students, some of who
that can go for $9.45 to $10.99
have just reached the legal
plus tax, and Yellow Tail
drinking age and walk
750ML bottle of Chardonnay
through the liquor store like
which can cost from $6.95 to
they are kids in a candy shop.
$8.99 plus tax.
Well, to truly find the three
Boxed wine is the other
best priced wines for us 21
category that encompasses
plus year old Bryant students,
sizes of 3 liters and 5 liters.
I first asked students who are
For this category the three
of the proper drinking age
most economically priced
around campus
wines are Franzia
when and what
White Zinfandel 5 liter
3 Best-Priced Wines: ‘boxed Franzia
type and brand
that can be purchased
of wine they
WhiteZinfandel 5 liter, boxed Franzia starting at $10.99 to
usually drink.
plus tax, Corbett
Sunset Blush 5 liter, and bottled Sutter $15.99
Some stuCanyon Pinot Grigio 3
Home White Zinfandel 1.5 liter’
dents reliter which can cost besponded that
tween $8.94 to $11.99
they occasionplus tax, and Franzia
ally have a glass of wine to
time.
Sunset Blush 5 liter that can
unwind at night and relax
These students typically
be priced anywhere from
from working all day. While
purchase a bottle of Sutter
11.99 to $15.99 plus tax.
the majority of students
Home, a box of Corbett
For the general and overarreplied that, although they
Canyon or Franzia, and for a
ching category of the three
too might have a glass of wine special instance or to change
most economically-priced
on a weekday night, they usu- things up a small bottle of
wines for Bryant students, in
ally consume significant
Yellow Tail. Furthermore, for
terms of volume, price high
quantities of wine on the
the students that drink mainly and low, brand, and type,
weekends. Weekends here for wine on a given basis, boxed
boxed wine mainly seems to
most of us implies Thursday
wines, were more regularly
give students more bang for
night to Saturday night.
acquired in a one to two week their buck, but bottle wines
From talking to students
time period, although a 1.5
can bring the occasional
about their wine preferences;
liter bottle of Sutter Home or
Bryant wine drinker moneit became clear that red wines, the occasional Yellow Tail big
tary satisfaction and relief as
such as Cabernet and Merlot
bottle was also discussed as
well. With all things considare not a big hit or favored
being purchased. The bottle
ered, the three most economiperhaps this is because these
of wine for the usual wine
cally-priced wines emerge as
wines can potentially leave an drinker was purchased with
boxed Franzia White Zinfanunwanted red stain on your
less frequency than a box of
del 5 liter, boxed Franzia Sunclothes, carpet, or your mouth wine.
set Blush 5 liter, and bottled
and lips. Who wants to go
Overall, through getting fa- Sutter Home White Zinfandel
out with their friends knowmiliar with the types of
1.5 liter.
ing that that permanent lipwines, sizes, and brands of
stick is going to be carried
wine that students pay for,
with them throughout the
along with checking out
night? On the contrary, the
prices of wines in a few liquor
most enthusiastically talkedstores, there appears to be
about wines were the white
two sub-categories of ecoand the pink wines. For the
nomically-priced wines and
white wines, the types that
one ultimate general category
were commonly mentioned
that strives to cover all that

(MCT Campus)

J&T’s movies to
see: Wall StreetMoney Never
Sleeps

By: Justin Thorpe and Joe Lomuscio
Staﬀ Writers

(MCT Campus)

To be clear, Wall Street:
Money Never Sleeps is not a
remake of its 1987 counterpart, Wall Street. It is indeed a
continuation of the life of
Gordon Gekko (Michael Douglas), the notorious investor
infamous for imprisonment
on the grounds of insider
trading back in the late 1980s.
The film starts off upon his
release from prison in 2001; it
then redirects itself to the establishment of the main character, Jake Moore, played by
Shia LaBeouf. Moore is on the
fast track; he is well established at a respected investment firm, has a serious
girlfriend, and rides a $15,000
motorcycle through the
streets of Manhattan on a
daily basis.
His life is drastically altered by a series of events
leading to the downfall of his
mentor’s financial firm. While
looking for a new job, he
catches the eye of another
high-powered investment executive and is subsequently
asked to work for his firm at a
meager starting salary of
$300,000.
At first it is hard to distinguish how the characters of
Gekko and Moore could possibly interact until it is established that Moore’s
soon-to-be wife is actually
Gekko’s daughter. The two
have an easy time getting
along, considering their common interests in money and
the number one girl in both of
their lives: Winnie Gekko,
played by Carey Mulligan.
Gekko seems to have genuine intentions of wanting to
be in his daughter’s life and
Moore is willing to help him
with that difficult process in
hopes of regaining a mentor
and father-figure in his life.
In comparison to the first
part of this series, Wall Street:
Money Never Sleeps is a
much slower film focused on
the development of relationships between the three main
characters as opposed to the
portrayal of the financial

prosperity often associated
with working on Wall Street.
Although we were impressed with the individual
performances of the three
main characters, we were disappointed with the predictability of the film’s script
as well as its inability to hold
the viewer’s attention
throughout.
We believe that LaBeouf
took his career to the next
level with his performance in
this role; he has come a long
way from his days as a star
for the Disney Channel’s Even
Stevens. LaBeouf has slowly
transitioned into one of the
premier actors in Hollywood,
and we eagerly await his future performances, including
the highly anticipated third
chapter of the Transformers
series.
As for his part, Michael
Douglas held true to form
with his impressive portrayal
of an old school investor attempting to adjust to a new
financial era. The movie went
to great lengths to outline the
details of the current financial
crisis in the U.S., especially
the bailouts and betrayals of
major financial institutions.
As a result, the terminology
within the film was very
high-level, making it difficult
to follow if you did not pay
attention in your Finance 201
class.
From the cinematography
perspective, the movie utilized the Manhattan landscape as well as the chaos
associated with Wall Street to
make the viewer feel as
though they were a part of
the setting. Given our high
anticipation for this film’s release, we may be a little too
critical, but overall we found
that there were more negatives than positives. If you are
planning on seeing a movie
this weekend, we would recommend taking your chances
on The Social Network as opposed to seeing this movie.

The long awaited return
of Glee!

Easy A scores an A

Jayne Lynch, John Stamos, and Jayma Mays before a scene (MCT Campus)

Emma Stone looking a-dorable in Easy A (MCT Campus)
clothing- a symbol of her new
By Meagan Voulo
bad girl status.
Contributing Writer
Olive tells one good friend
(Dan Byrd) the truth about all
Easy A, starring Emma
the rumors, which leads him
Stone, is the story of Olive
to ask her for a big favor.
Penderghast, a good girl
whose reputation goes wrong Olive’s friend is gay and he is
sick of being picked on by
when she lies to her friend
everyone in school, so Olive
Rhiannon (Alyson Michalka)
agrees to pretend to have sex
about having sex with a colwith him in order to boost his
lege guy. The overly pious
ego. Unfortunately, word
student, Marianne (Amanda
Bynes) overhears and spreads travels fast at this high school,
this false rumor across school, and soon enough, everyone
wants help from Olive. This
leading everyone to believe
results in her new standing as
that Olive is a girl with abthe school’s harlot.
solutely no moral standards.
Easy A is one of the comeHowever, Olive doesn’t seem
to mind her new reputation at dies that everyone has been
waiting to see; and they won’t
school.
be disappointed. This movie
It just so happens that at
lives up to the hype; it’s wi7y,
the time this rumor spread,
fast-paced, and absolutely hiOlive was studying The Scarlarious. While the rating is
let Le7er in her English class,
PG-13, Easy A is a7racting all
the story of Hester Prynne, a
types of audiences, each
woman who commi7ed adulgoing to see the movie for a
tery. Hester is isolated from
diﬀerent reason. Get ready to
the rest of society and she
laugh for 90 minutes and
bears the le7er “A” on her
don’t forget to brush up on
clothing for adultress. Olive
The Scarlet Le7er sparknotes
sees a resemblance between
because Easy A is playing
Hester and herself so she emnow.
braces all the negative talk
about her by embroidering
the le7er “A” on her own
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By Allison Salzberg
Staﬀ Writer

It’s that time of year again!
Time to walk back through
the doors of McKinley High
School and live vicariously
through the lives of the
school’s most hated club
members. Fox’s hit show Glee
is back for its second season,
and the entertainment world
is buzzing about where this
musical comedy will take us
next.
This season’s premier
started out with the glee
club’s advisor, Mr. Schuster
(Ma7hew Morrison), breaking
the news that nationals will
be held in New York City.
Naturally, the show played up
that news with the glee club
members singing “Empire
State of Mind” in their
school’s court yard. The show
has received mixed reviews
about the songs that they
chose to rap, with one of the
characters even mentioning
the criticism in this episode.
Another song they rapped in
this episode was “Billionaire”
with the chorus being sung by

the new kid at school Sam
Evans (Chord Overstreet).
Sam is a transfer student,
football player, and just one of
the new faces on Glee this
season.
Internet singing sensation
Charice is another one of the
newcomers this season, playing an extremely talented
singer named Sunshine Corazon. Rachel Berry (Lea
Michele), the lead female vocalist of the glee club, initially
does not like Sunshine because she sees her as ﬁerce
competition. However, the
show alludes to the fact that
Rachel will become more tolerant with her, until Sunshine
leaves glee club and heads for
their rivals, Vocal Adrenaline.
Football coach Ken Tanaka
has been replaced by a new
female head coach, Shannon
Beiste (pronounced
“beast”).Coach Beiste is
played by Dot Jones, and although she comes across as a
scary and intense woman, she
also shows us glimpses of her
more sensitive and understanding side. She will clearly
be added to the list of enemies
that the now infamous Sue

Sylvester (Jane Lynch) has
made.
All of the glee club favorites are back for season 2,
including Finn Hudson (Cory
Monteith), Mercedes Jones
(Amber Riley), Artie Abrams
(Kevin McHale), Kurt Hummel (Chris Colfer), Quinn
Fabray (Dianna Agron), Noah
“Puck” Puckerman (Mark
Salling), Tina Cohen-Chang
(Jenna Ushkowitz), Santana
Lopez (Naya Rivera), and
Bri7any (Heather Morris).
Relationships within the
group are changing, falling
out, and blooming, giving us
as the audience a lot of new
story lines to appreciate. Even
though there has been a huge
amount of anticipation and
build up about season 2 of
Glee, it is hard to think that
the cast and crew will disappoint. If you are already a fan
of the show, also known as a
“gleek,” you know that this
season is going to be even
more impressive and entertaining than the last. If you’re
not already a fan, get on our
level and tune into the show
Tuesday nights at 8 p.m. on
Fox!

K consistently delivers songs
like this one – unique in its
own right, but still with a distinct, familiar, and clever musical style. The band has
changed drastically over the
years, and they have far surpassed the potential that
many originally saw they
had. Unfortunately, they have
never quite reached the popularity to match that potential.
This song, from one of their
later albums, is a near-perfect
matching of lyrics with musical key. Although a beautiful
song, there is still an underly-

ing sadness to it, which makes
it all the more mesmerizing to
listen to.
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The 5 best songs you’ve never heard
By Coburn Childs
Staﬀ Writer

Thanks for checking in for
another edition of our new
column! I can’t promise that
these songs are completely
unheard of, but I will tell you
they are worth a listen. Turn
up your speakers for the following songs…
1.)“Curl Up and Die” by Relient K
Going on a steady decade
of making ﬁne music, Relient

Brandi Carlile performing with her band (MCT Campus)

2.)“Chicago (Acoustic)” by
Mat Kearney
Probably my favorite song
I have mentioned in this column so far, “Chicago” is
solely guitar-driven and positively unforge7able. With
powerful strums, a meandering tempo, risky vocal progressions, and meaningful
lyrics, this is probably Kearney’s best work – it is a style
not o6en employed by an
artist seeking to become
main-stream, so perhaps that
is why he le6 this simply as a
bonus track on his ﬁrst album.
And the fact that he does not
try any of his usual slow-rap
beats in between the choruses
makes it all the more enjoyable.
3.)“One Step at a Time” by
Four Year Strong
While not entirely lyrically
ambitious, this rock anthem
boasts incredible talent by the
vocalists and musicians, not
to mention the song’s producers. Driven by a hard rock
sound that propels it forward,
this incredibly mixed track is
catchy, pump-up music at its
ﬁnest. I predict that it is only
a ma7er of time before Four

Year Strong becomes a huge
presence in the industry, and
it’s thanks to songs like this
one!

4.)“Before it Breaks” by
Brandi Carlile
I will admit right now: I’m
a sucker for piano, and any
song that can rely on so much
of its emotion to come solely
from the music gets my vote.
A song like this relies on the
story being told through the
music, and not just lyrics, and
it is done impressively here.
While the instruments in this
tune are quite prevalent, they
still do not drown out
Carlile’s haunting voice
singing a plea from a broken—or, more accurately,
slowly breaking—heart.

5.)“Superhero” by The Pre-y
Reckless
It’s hard to believe that the
lead vocalist for this young
rock band is Gossip Girl actress Taylor Momsen. It’s even
harder to believe that she is
only 17 years old. Channeling
Joan Je7 comes naturally for
her, and that rocker-chick
style—almost an intentional
throwback to rebellious 70’s
rock music—is put on full display in this catchy, captivating
tune.

Brandi Carlile at a performance in Seattle (MCT Campus)
Check back next week for
some new songs. If you want
to see the spotlight on one of
your li7le-known favorites,
feel free to drop us an email,
too!
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Word Vomit
Loving You

By Blair Worthington
Staﬀ Writer

Passion, there’s no question.
Love, there’s some debate.
Happiness, is always present.
Friendship, will never fade.
Hearts, they’re always breaking.
Eyes, they’re going blind.
Pain, is constant hardship.
Emergence, is of its own kind.
Forgiveness, is hard to comply with.
Forge7ing, there’s nothing I’d like more.
Regret, is never an occurring thought.
Forward, is the only way to go.

Listen to My Body
By Sara Elder
Copy Editor

Listen.
Listen to the words I’m saying with my body
Don’t listen to what’s coming from my mouth
Words are one thing and actions are another
When I touch your shoulder,
And say you’re such a great friend.
I’m telling you I want to be more than friends
When I smile at your quirkiness
And say “It’s nothing”
I’m telling you I love who you are
When I hug you goodbye at night
And say “I had a good time”
I’m telling you I want to spend every night with you
And when I shake my head
And say “I’ll never ﬁnd somebody”
I’m telling you that I already found someone.
And that someone is you.
So listen.
I’m screaming that I love you
With my whole entire body.
I’m telling you I love you,
But the words won’t come out.
Listen to my lips
As I gently kiss yours.

Right Now
By Sara Elder

You may think we’re equal,
But we’re not.
Because right now,
Somebody’s being put in handcuﬀs,
Because of the color of their skin.
Down the street from your house,
A teenager is harassed because of the gender they
love
A women works as hard as a man,
At the very same job,
But while he can buy a new sports car –
She’s struggling just to pay her bills.
But right now,
Gay couples are being married
Women are being promoted
Teens are coming together to stop hate crimes
People everywhere are striving for equality –
Striving to make equality the standard –
Not the impossible.
Right now.

Stone’s New ‘Wall Street’ Leaves much to be desired
By Cory Beaudoin
Staﬀ Writer

Over the past few years,
lots of eighties movie legends
have back to life… Rocky, Indiana Jones, Rambo, to name
a few. When Oliver Stone
ﬁrst announced he was developing a sequel to his awardwinning 1987 ﬁlm Wall Street,
groans we heard across the
board. But, in retrospect,
what sounds so bad about reanimating an Oscar-winning
character with Michael Douglas and Oliver Stone back on
board?
Well, prior to the Financial
Crisis of 2008, Wall Street 2
seemed like a dandy idea.
But then, the 23-years-in-themaking sequel began to gain
an agenda. With ﬁnances topical, Wall Street was popular
again, and Stone wanted to
see Gordon Gekko against the
backdrop of the American recession. It sounds good on
paper, but the ﬁnal product
was far less than a big yearend bonus.
Originally slated to debut
in April of 2010, Wall Street:
Money Never Sleeps was held
over into the fall Oscar season, and 20th Century Fox
screened the ﬁlm at the
Cannes Film Festival (Stone’s
ﬁrst ﬁlm to make it to the coveted festival). Apparently,
Fox saw awards potential in
the ﬁlm; I do not. The cleverly-titled sequel debuted this
past weekend at the top of the
box oﬃce, bringing in a $19
million haul for the three-day
period. Starring Michael
Douglas, who reprises his role
as Gordon Gekko, and Shia

LaBeouf, playing Gekko’s
mentor and future son-in-law,
Money Never Sleeps starts
right where you would expect
an unwarranted sequel to
begin: with the hero ge7ing
out of jail.
Fast forward a few more
years later to ﬁnd Jacob
Moore, a brash, baby-faced
Wall Street trader (LaBeouf)
shacking up with Gekko’s
long-estranged, green fanatic
daughter. Moore works for
Keller Zabel Investments (the
ham-ﬁsted allegory for Bear
Stearns), which soon collapses
thanks to the devious Bre7on
James (played fantastically by
Josh Brolin), who works for
Churchill Schwartz (or Goldman Sachs). The shakedown
of the titular Zabel (played
ﬂawlessly by Frank Langella),
who is Moore’s mentor and
superior, causes him to jump
in front of a subway car. Cue
confrontation.
What follows from then on
in is anybody’s guess. I wish I
could say the Gekko was key
to the plot, but the character is
critically unused, and his motivations and actions are
forced into an otherwise
smart, ﬁnancially-themed
ﬁlm. His main desire is to
win back the aﬀections of his
daughter, Winnie, who he deserted as a result of being in
jail her whole life. His key?
Her new ﬁancé Jacob. So, the
plot weaves in and out between Moore’s dealings with
Bre7on James and his shady
plans to get Gordon and Winnie back together. Then, we
are treated to a delicious plot
twist that throws a kink into
the whole ﬁlm. I got bu7er-
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ﬂies thinking about when the
screen would cut to black,
but, unfortunately, the plot
thickened, and the ﬁlm
dragged on for a solid half
hour more.
Oliver Stone is a competent director, and he has
churned out some of the most
topical, underrated, and most
important ﬁlms of the last few
decades; Platoon, the original
Wall Street, Nixon and more.
But here, he has most certainly lost his touch. The ﬁlm
is chock-full of awe-inspiring
graphics, split-screens, graphs
spliced over city skylines,
tons of colors, and beautiful
time-lapse photography. But,
it’s sadly unnecessary. It’s
merely a distraction from the
barbed-wire plot, and takes
away from the true drama
that happens on-screen. Douglas is as cool as ever, and carries the scenes he graces.
LaBeouf is great too; just not
as a bad-ass. The most kudos
go to Frank Langella for absolutely killing the ten minutes he’s in the ﬁlm.
All in all, the ﬁlm was
solid, smart and, at times,
sexy for the ﬁrst sixty minutes. Anything a6er that
completely lost me, and what
comes out is a shoddy mess of
a ﬁlm that was thrown together too quickly to beneﬁt
from the newsworthiness of
the ﬁnancial collapse; I give it
2 out of 5 Bulldogs. If you’re
looking for a be7er 2010 ﬁlm
that outlines the ﬁnancial crisis, look no further than The
Other Guys. No, seriously.
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